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Safety First

SAFETY FIRST
ADT believes that the safety of personnel working with and around our
Systems is the most important consideration. Please read all safety
information below and in the Operations and Maintenance Manuals before
attempting to operate the Systemt or perform any maintenance function.

Warnings
1. Obey and follow all warnings and cautions given in manuals.
2. Comply with all approved and established precautions for operating
electrical and mechanical equipment.
3. All maintenance tasks should be performed only by trained, authorized
personnel.
4. Verify that all the power, air and water facilities are turned off before
beginning any maintenance procedure, replacement, or repair of parts
(including insertion or removal of connectors or boards).
Danger - Electrical Shock Hazard: High voltage is present at points throughout
the System. Contact with high voltage can result in injury or death. Before
opening the lower bench doors or attempting any maintenance task, ensure that
there is no voltage present by powering down the Unit and disconnecting the AC
power cord plug from the wall outlet.
Danger - Moving Parts Hazard: Beware of loose clothing, jewelry and other
loose or dangling items which might get caught in moving or rotating parts.
Danger - High Pressure Water and Air Hazards: Observe standard operating
procedures to avoid contact with High Pressure Water and Air, which can
present hazards, especially to eyes.

Safety Features
Our Systems are equipped with the following safety features. Look at them
and get to know them.


EMERGENCY STOP BUTTON: Pressing the red EMERGENCY STOP BUTTON
stops ALL activities in the System.



CIRCUIT BREAKER SWITCH: Use the CIRCUIT BREAKER SWITCH
immediately if it becomes necessary to cut off power to the System



DOORS AND COVERS INTERLOCKS: The Cut door and Load/Unload cover
have interlocks; some of the other doors and covers have sensors.
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Conventions

CONVENTIONS
The Conventions section explains basic symbols and navigation concept used
in this system description guide.

Symbols
The following symbols have been inserted on the left hand side of the
operating instructions in order to make it easier for the User to perform
procedures:
Symbol

Description
Note:
Information given in a note describes how the System
functions or provides a tip on how best to use it.
Caution: Information given in a message labeled “caution”
refers to the safe operation of the System and provides warnings
where the possibility for loss of data or damage to the equipment
exists.
Danger: Information given in a message labeled “danger”
warns of possible hazard to personnel and extreme hazard to the
System.

Navigation
The following shortened instruction form for navigating to the various
application elements is used.
Shortened Instruction

Replaces

In the Main Menu window, select:
User>Configuration>Options>Chuck

In the Main Menu window:
1) Press User; the User dropdown list
or window appears.
2) Press Configuration; the
Configuration view appears.
3) Press Options; the Options
parameters and value lists appear.
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INTRODUCTION
The "Wafer Submerge" option was developed on the 7120 dicing machine for
a customer dicing a 6" wafer with very delicate components that cannot
tolerate direct cutting water and wafer drying air; as they might break the
wafer components. To support this process dicing is performed under water.

2

MACHINE CONFIGURATION AND SETUP
To support this type of process, the model 7120 dicing machine is configured
with the special "Submerge Dicing Kit", P/N 07120-5611-000.

2.1

Dicing Machine
For dicing the workpiece under water a special chuck that includes a tray
was developed, which is filled with water prior to dicing. A drawing of the
chuck assembly can be found in Appendix 2 of this document.
To support this option, a manual valve was added to the System control
panel for manually switching the water supply between the Main Jets and the
Chuck Jets.

Figure 1. Water Jets valve


Main Jets – for enabling water to the cooling block



Chuck Jets – for enabling water to chuck for submerging the workpiece.

Water is not supplied to the cooling block.
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Machine Configuration and Setup
Software
When the System is configured with the Wash-Pipe option, the wash-pipe
water supply is split from the other water jets, and an additional valve for
turning the wash-pipe water on/off was added inside the bench.

Figure 2. Wash-Pipe valve

2.2

Software
The ADT software version that supports the kit for dicing the application
under water is version 8.5.392 (or more advanced).
To configure the system for the Wafer Submerge option:
1. From the User menu select Configuration. The Options screen appears.

Figure 3. Water Submerge option
2. Set the Wafer Submerge value to Yes.
3. Click Save and Close.
The new Submerge category can be added to the recipe.
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Machine Configuration and Setup
To configure the recipe:
1. Add the new Submerge category with its two parameters to the recipe.

Figure 4. Submerge category
•

Submerge active – Yes/No

•

Water settling time – Value

2. Set the values for each of the parameters.
If Submerge is set to Yes, the Water settling time value affects the time the
dicing process waits for the water to fill the dicing area before dicing.

2.3

Process Adjustments
Because wafer drying air cannot be aimed directly at the workpiece, the
microscope center air should be adjusted to a very low air pressure; just to
prevent mist from entering the microscope.
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Dicing Process
Process Adjustments

3

DICING PROCESS
Before dicing starts, the blade arrives at the dicing position and waits for the
time set in the Water settling time value.
The time count starts from the moment the axes move to the dicing position.
Filling the dicing area with water starts after the following procedures:
•

After completing Alignment in auto-run.

•

After pressing Manual cut.

•

After performing Height.

•

After stopping for Inspection.

•

After Blade change.

Notes:
 Kerf check and Cut Verify are not useful while submerge is activated, due
to the water covering the wafer and that air cannot be blown on the
workpiece.
 Dressing will not be performed when Submerge is set to Yes, as the
water to the cooling block is turned off. Attempting to activate dressing
will result in the following warning message to appear.

Figure 5. Dress warning message
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APPENDICES

Appendix 1. Submerge Dicing Kit, P/N 07120-5611-000-00
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Appendices
Process Adjustments

Appendix 2. Submerge 6" Dicing Chuck, P/N 07120-5612-000-00
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